
Week 6 Lockdown 
Monday 8th February 

You will need this powerpoint and tense 
worksheets 

Past Present and Future Tense

Tense has the power to decide when in time a 
Verb will happen: in the future, in the present or 

in the past

Tense has the power to decide when in time a 
Verb will happen: in the future, in the present or 

in the past



Olivia feeled like exercising yesterday, so she 
putted on her bathing suit and drived to the 
pool, where she swum so far that only an 
extra large pepperoni pizza would satisfy her 
hunger. 

What is wrong with this passage?  
Can you put all of it into the past tense?

Which were most obviously wrong?

Try to complete the boxes on the next sheet.
Then look for the extension sheet.   



Past tense Present tense Future tense

He had just left the park. He is leaving the park. He will leave the park.

Steve is going to buy a bike.

Joe had stolen the sweets.

Cats like milk.

Shona called David on the telephone.

Will you help him later?

He has his passport in hand.

I did not go to Korea last year.

I always pay my debts.

I'll get it.



Tuesday 9th February 

Look at Powerpoint Mr Milfull’s Guide to play 
texts.

Read Rama and Sita play text with an adult –
try to use stage directions and if you can, 
props. 
Spend time rehearsing and trying out different 
voices for different characters. 

Can you spot the features in this text – mark 
on your text when you do. 



Wednesday 10th February 
Planning a new scene.

See Mr Milfull’s Video  

Poor old Ravana gets a hard time from this story. 
Plan a scene where Ravana takes Sita back to his 
island. Pretend that Sita is gives Ravana and his 
Demons a hard time.

At the end of the week use the finger puppets to act out 
your new scene. 

Use all of the features of a play text. 



Remember the features of a Playscript include:

included a cast list?
included a props and costumes list?
used a narrator?
put the speakers' names on the left?
written dialogue without speech marks?
structured my play using scenes?
written stage directions in brackets?
considered how the play will be performed?
used standard and non-standard English appropriately?
used punctuation effectively?



Scene XI 
Ravana (demon King) , Sita Princess of Light. Captain Zevil (Lead 
demon).

The scene is the depths of Ravana’s cave. Ravana is seated at an 
extravagant thrown. At one side of him is his lead demon Captain 
Zevil on the other side is Sita. Sita is not happy with Ravana.

Ravana: Welcome Sita to my glorious kingdom of demons on the 
heavily guarded island of Lanka. It will become your  

new home. 
Sita: Call this place a home? Look at the state of it. It’s filthy.

Look at the state of these walls , coverd in cobwebs.
When was the last time any one swept this floor? Shouldn’t
These demons be doing some work rather than just standing 
about looking ugly?

Captain Zevil: What do you mean ugly? That really hurt my feelings.  



Thursday 11th February 

Continue writing your play. 
Use the check list to ensure you have added all of the 
features.

Remember in a play you MUST tell the story through the 
speech.

DO NOT !!!
write simple , yes, no , maybe  sentences as if a 

teenager was speaking.

Long complex, sophisticated sentences as if it was Mr 
Milfull speaking!!!



Friday 12th February 

The big performance.

Blue pen and up level your play. 

Use the finger puppets to act out your scene. Make a Theatre 
and props, add lighting and sound effects – really go for it 

If you can record a couple of minutes of your performance 
(make it your best bit as my computer doesn’t do well with 
films over a minute long)

Mr Williams will add some of the best to the school website. 


